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Type-based publish-subscribe is an appealing candidate programming abstraction for inherently decoupled and completely decentralized applications that run over large-scale and mobile networks. Like RPC, TPS enforces type safety and encapsulation; unlike RPC, it provides decoupling and scalability. To illustrate, we discuss two TPS implementations in Java.
Publish-subscribe
Inspired by the tuple space paradigm, 2 the publish-subscribe 3 interaction style has become an attractive alternative to RPC for asynchronous, event-based distributed applications, which require the dissemination of events to a potentially large number of consumers. Producers (publishers) publish events without any knowledge of potential consumers and deliver them to consumers (subscribers) who have expressed an interest in (have subscribed to) those events. This paradigm offers strong scalability properties at the abstraction level, as a result of decoupling participants in focus Distributed Programming with Typed Events T he remote-procedure-call abstraction, 1 including its derivates (underlying, for example, Java RMI, CORBA, and .NET), currently represents one of the most popular paradigms for devising distributed applications. Objects (when acting as servers) are invoked remotely (by clients) through proxies (also called stubs). Because proxies offer the same interfaces as their respective associated remote objects, they hide distribution details, leading to a convenient distributed-programming style that distributed systems
The publish-subscribe interaction style is an appealing alternative to the remote-procedure-call abstraction for asynchronous, eventbased distributed applications. Two type-based publish-subscribe implementations in Java demonstrate this approach's potential. I Space. Participants don't have to be colocated, and they don't require references to each other. I Time. Participants don't have to be running at the same time. I Flow. Data reception and data sending don't block participants.
This decoupling (see Figure 1 ) is what makes publish-subscribe so appealing for such a large variety of applications-for instance, in finance or telecommunications.
The type is the subject
The classic publish-subscribe interaction model is based on the notion of subjects (or topics), which basically resembles the notion of groups in distributed computing. 4 We can thus view subscribing to a subject S as becoming a member of a group S, and an event published under subject S is delivered to all members of S.
Most subject-based systems arrange subjects (for example, StockQuotes) in hierarchies (such as /StockQuotes/TelcoMobile). They introduce wild cards to support some form of pattern matching on subject names (/StockQuotes/*), rendering subscriptions more expressive. Such an addressing scheme based solely on names strongly enforces interoperability. It also provides flexibility, especially in combination with the general-purpose event types (comparable to maps consisting of namevalue pairs) usually anchored as permissible event types only inside the APIs of most current systems.
With TPS, events are instances of arbitrary application-defined event types. In essence, the TPS paradigm uses an ordinary type scheme without explicitly introducing a subject hierarchy or any other specific notion of event kind: the type is the subject.
Effective application events don't have to be explicitly inserted into, or extracted from, any predefined general-purpose event types, improving type safety. Similarly, consumers don't have to transform or cast received events. General-purpose event types such as maps are merely a specific kind of event and can still be used whenever event contents (structure) are unknown at compilation.
The state is the content
It's usually convenient to adopt a contentbased (property-based) publish-subscribe style. In this style, consumers express subscriptions as content filters (a form of predicates) based on desired values for inherent properties of events (for example, "value ≥ 20.2"). Most subject-based systems have been augmented to support content-based filtering.
With TPS, subscriptions include content filters expressed on the public members of the types subscribed to. An event object's content is hence implicitly defined: the state is the content. TPS nevertheless preserves the encapsulation of the state of event objects by not forcing event types to reveal their state-that is, content filters can use (public) methods. This is unlike contemporary approaches, where applications must define event types as sets of public fields.
In short, TPS is a high-level variant of pub- lish-subscribe, much like RPC is a high-level variant of synchronous message passing. TPS, unlike RPC, however, doesn't enforce any coupling among interacting objects. In fact, TPS focuses on exchanged objects rather than on the interacting objects. TPS differs from other typed variants of the publish-subscribe paradigm (see the "On Types and Events" sidebar) by preserving type safety and encapsulation with application-defined event types-viewing these types as inherent attributes of event objects. Consider the following scenario. The stock market (p1) publishes stock quotes and receives purchase requests. These can be spotprice requests, which must be satisfied immediately, or market-price requests for purchasing quotes only at the day's end (or once another given criterion is fulfilled). As Figure 2 outlines, these different kinds of events result in corresponding event types, rooted at the StockEvent type (we omit details of the elaborate event types for simplicity). These event types are part of the application design.
Example: Stock trade
Market-price requests can, however, expire. For the broker's (p2) convenience, an intermedi-Here we outline some of the more prominent approaches to distributed programming with various forms of typed events.
COM+
Microsoft's COM+ promotes a model based on subscriber types rather than event types. 1 Similarly to remote procedure calls, objects can provide specific interfaces defining methods through which they'll be invoked. Applications must provide typed dummy proxies that publishers invoke. At runtime, the event service intercepts these invocations and forwards them to subscribers implementing the same type as the proxy. To respect the asynchronous nature of event-based programming based on the publish-subscribe paradigm, such methods may not return results.
Method invocations hence play the role of events, which consist of the actual arguments. We obtain content filters in COM+ by specifying admissible values for invocation arguments of methods, and we can express them using a limited subscription grammar.
CORBA Event Service
The OMG has specified a CORBA service for publish-subscribe-oriented communication, known as the CORBA Event Service. 2 According to the general service specified, a consumer registers with an event channel, thereby expressing an interest in receiving all the events from the channel. These channels are named objects, coming close to nonhierarchical subject names.
The CORBA Event Service provides a form of typed interaction, similar to the model in COM+, enabling the use of consumer types and producers (the CORBA Event Service supports pull-and pushstyle interaction) as a main subscription criterion. According to the interaction type, methods only have input parameters or return values to respect publishsubscribe's asynchronous nature. Typed proxies are generated on the basis of the application's interface, which in practice requires a specific compiler.
TAO Event Service
Shortly after commercial implementations of the CORBA Event Service became available, several deficiencies became apparent (such as missing support for quality of service and real-time requirements and difficulties with the previously mentioned typed events). This led to extended event service implementations, one of the most significant being that used in the TAO Realtime ORB. 3 The TAO Event Service addresses mainly real-time issues but also enforces subscriptions based on the identity of the publisher or event types.
In the latter case, the type of an event is an integer value explicitly assigned to the event by storing it in a particular field of that event.
CORBA Notification Service
On the basis of the CORBA Event Service's deficiencies, the OMG requested proposals for an augmented specification (after it released the Event Service): the CORBA Notification Service. 4 A notification channel is an event channel with additional functionalities, including notions of priority and reliability. A new form of semityped events, called structured events, was introduced with the Notification Service. These represent general-purpose event types, which manifest fields such as event type and event name, and roughly consist of an event header and an event body. Both parts each consist of a fixed part and a variable part.
The variable parts of structured events (as well as the fixed header part) comprise name-value pairs, for which the specification mentions a set of standardized and domain-specific compositions. However, standard properties include a notion of event type that a name represents.
In the context of content filtering, name-value pairs describe content filters, called filter objects. These are described On Types and Events ate party (p3), such as a bank, might also handle such requests on the broker's behalf, perhaps issuing spot-price requests to the stock market once the broker's criteria are satisfied. Figure 2 illustrates this through p2, which expresses an interest only in stock quotes that cost less than US$100.
By subscribing to a type StockEvent, p3 receives instances of its subtypes StockQuote and StockRequest, and hence all objects of type SpotPrice and MarketPrice.
Publishing event objects
The only contracts between publishers and subscribers are the types of the published events. A publisher has no explicit notion of destination when publishing an event. The set of destinations is implicitly and dynamically defined by the subscribers whose criteria match that event object.
Distributed object cloning
With a published event e acting as the template, we can view a publication as a distributed form of object cloning that creates a clone of the prototypical object e for every subscriber. The set of processes where this action will occur is given by the set of processes willing to host such objects-that is, processes whose subscription criteria match the template object. Inversely, a subscription expresses the desire of getting a clone of every published object that corresponds to the subscription criteria.
The notion of cloning here corresponds to a deep cloning: when the underlying publish- as strings following a complex subscription grammar called the Default Filter Constraint Language, which the middleware interprets at runtime, and hence offer little safety.
Java Message Service
JMS is Sun's answer to the CORBA Event Service and Notification Service specifications. 5 
JavaSpaces
The JavaSpace-Java's variant of the tuple space, originally introduced in Linda-is a container of objects that various producers and consumers can share. 6 When consumers register callback objects with a JavaSpace, they end up with a publish-subscribe communication scheme. In this scheme, the JavaSpace plays the role of the event channel aimed at multicasting event notifications to a set of subscriber objects. Custom event types subtype the Event type, adding publicly accessible fields. A given JavaSpace subscriber advertises the type of events it's interested in by providing a template object t. A necessary condition for o, an object notifying an event to be delivered to that subscriber, is that o conforms to the type of t. Furthermore, the field values of t must match the corresponding field values of o, with null playing the wild card role.
ECO
The ECO (events + constraints + objects) model discusses an approach to integrating event-based interaction with C++. 7 Events are viewed as specific language constructs decoupled from the main application objects, necessitating a considerable number of language addons. Filtering can be based on the publisher's identity (the source) and several types of constraints. Programmers express notify constraints on the basis of the fields of events, and preconstraints and postconstraints use the subscriber object's state. However, programmers can't use event methods to express constraints.
Cambridge Event Architecture
The CEA is based on an interoperable object model that describes event types using the Object Data Management Group's Object Definition Language, 8 which mentions C++ and Java mappings. Precompilers generate specific adapters (called stubs in the CEA) for exchanging typed events. Filtering mechanisms are also included in the CEA; however, again they're based on viewing the events as sets of fields. subscribe middleware creates an object's clone, it recursively clones its fields as well.
Sending objects over the wire
This deep cloning is implicitly given by the serialization that is applied to published event objects. Such objects are serialized-that is, they are traversed-and their state extracted and used to generate a representation more suitable for the underlying communication layers. These layers transmit these representations as messages to every process hosting matching subscribers. There, the middleware deserializes these messages to instantiate new objects.
Subscribing to event types
The main subscription criterion for consumers is the (abstract) type of the event objects of interest. Subscribing to a type T expresses an interest in instances of T-that is, instances of any types that conform to T.
Event type system
Our definition of conformance depends naturally on the considered type system. You can derive an event type system from a single programming language, leading to a first-class TPS package, comparable to a first-class RPC package such as Java RMI. You can also base an event type system on a neutral event definition language to enforce interoperability, leading to a second-class TPS. 5 In any case, an object type offers richer semantics than just information about inclusion relationships. It encompasses contracts guiding the interaction with its instances: an interface composed of public members describing its incarnations.
Types for fine-grained subscriptions
You can naturally use types to express more fine-grained subscriptions-that is, subscriptions encompassing content filters. Ideally, when expressing content filters, a programmer should be able to exploit the full semantics of the programming language in which these filters are expressed. Again consider the stock market example. Brokers receive stock quotes published by the stock market. Stock quote events carry a set of fields, such as the amount of stock quotes and their price. Figure 3 describes the Java class StockQuote, corresponding to simple stock quotes.
We could create a subscription expressing an interest in all Telco Mobiles stock quotes costing less than $100, supposing that q is a formal argument representing an instance of type StockQuote: q.cheaper(100) && q.getCompany().equals("Telco Mobiles") (See the "TPS Programming" sidebar.) Expressing filters in such a convenient way considerably relieves the burden of programmers, who needn't learn a specific subscription language (à la SQL) and can benefit from static type checking, decreasing the risk of runtime errors. Furthermore, you can preserve the encapsulation of event objects, using methods to describe content filters (which isn't the case in related approaches, as we discuss in the "On Types and Events" sidebar). You could further imagine using exceptions (using try...catch clauses), arbitrary language statements (for ex- 
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Issues with content filters
Certain restrictions on content filter semantics are, however, inevitable to ensure an efficient, scalable implementation of the underlying TPS engine. The more expressive filters are, the harder it becomes to analyze and optimize them, 6 which in turn makes effective distributed filtering and routing of events difficult. Indeed, filtering is usually performed by a distributed overlay network formed by hosts acting as application-level routers. 7 So, the network might have to transfer content filters to foreign hosts that can regroup the filters and factor out redundancies. 8 This requires insight into the filters, which becomes increasingly difficult as the programming language becomes more involved. This is even harder when emphasizing interoperability (as we discuss later).
A language integration approach to TPS
We've developed a concise implementation of TPS relying on Java PS , 9 an extension of Java with specific primitives (publish and subscribe) for TPS programming.
Publishing
An event object e is published using the publish primitive, leading to this simple syntax:
This statement triggers the creation of a copy of e for every matching subscriber.
Subscribing
A subscription to a type T takes roughly this form: The first expression in brackets is a block that the application provides. The block represents a content filter for events of the subscribed type T (expressed through a formal argument called t here). The block returns a Boolean value, indicating whether the event is of interest. The second block represents an event handler, which the middleware evaluates every time an event successively passes the filtering phase. The same formal argument t represents
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We illustrate the simplicity of programming with type-based publish-subscribe through Java-a variant of Java including primitives for TPS-and through Generic Distributed Asynchronous Collections (GDACs)-a library for TPS based on Java with its recent compiler support for genericity.
Programming with TPS language primitives
Programming with TPS language primitives can best be illustrated through the stock market scenario introduced in the main article. The following example reuses the StockQuote event class of Figure 3 .
The stock market can publish a stock quote event using 
Programming with a TPS library
With GDACs, we can publish stock quotes simply by adding them to a GDAC parameterized by the stock quote type: Expressing a subscription requires slightly more effort. We must create a subscriber type explicitly to handle events: public class StockQuoteSubscriber implements Subscriber<StockQuote> { public void notify(StockQuote q) { System.out.print("Got offer: "); System.out.println(q.getPrice()); } } Filters are expressed through the Subscription class, which has richer semantics than its homonym used in the language integration approach. The contains() method used for subscribing returns an instance of that class, which can express a content filter using proxies introduced for behavioral reflection 1 in Java 1.3. Such a proxy lets us "record" the invocations performed on it; we can use the proxy as a form of formal argument, which lets us express which invocations to perform on a filtered event: Here, we express the same subscription as in the language integration approach. By convention, we indicate a logical and of two constraints by expressing both constraints through the same proxy, as just shown. A logical or requires creating two proxies, one for each constraint. More expressive content filters require additional functionalities in the Subscription class. These increase complexity and decrease safety, mainly because Java is a hybrid object-oriented language-that is, it provides primitive types. Moreover, Java supports proxies only for abstract types (interfaces). To implement the presented examples, we had to extend the Java proxy implementation to support proxies for classes.
Generic. To enforce type safety, a GDAC represents a specific event type. This helps avoid explicit type casts and hence potential runtime errors. In other words, the interface a GDAC provides for a given Java type T offers methods where parameters representing event objects are of type T. We can avoid generating a typed GDAC for every event type using genericity, which lets us represent the event type that GDACs handle as a type parameter (see Figure 4 ).
Distributed.
Unlike conventional collections, a GDAC is a distributed collection whose operations might be invoked from various network nodes, similar to a shared memory. GDACs aren't centralized entities with remote-access capabilities but are essentially distributed to guarantee their availability despite certain failures. Participants act with a GDAC through a local proxy, which is viewed as a local collection and hides the GDAC's distribution.
Asynchronous.
GDACs promote an asynchronous interaction style. When adding an element to a GDAC (for example, the add() method in Figure 4 ), the call can return before the element has appeared on all involved nodes. Querying a GDAC for the presence of new elements (for example, the overloaded contains() method from standard Java collections) expresses an interest in future elements. A client expresses its interest in such future objects by registering a callback object with the GDAC. The callback object then notifies the client of objects "pushed" into the GDAC.
Generic Java
Although languages such as C++ and Ada 95 incorporate generic types, 11 import java.io.Serializable; import java.util.Collection; public interface GDAC<T extends Serializable> extends Collection<T> { /* inserting an element: publishing */ public boolean add(T t); /* query the local collection proxy */ public boolean contains(T t); ... /* query the global collection: subscribing */ public Subscription<T> contains(Subscriber<T> s); ... } public interface Subscriber<T> { public void notify(T t); } public interface Subscription<T> { public T getProxy(); ... public void activate() throws CannotSubscribeException; public void deactivate() throws CannotUnSubscribeException; } replace variable types with the type hierarchy's root. For such languages lacking generic types and methods, including Java, researchers have widely studied adequate extensions.
The first GDACs we implemented for TPS were based on Generic Java, 12 the most prominent among a multitude of dialects of the Java language with genericity. As a strict superset of Java, GJ comes with a specific compiler, which is fully compatible with the Sun release and permits the use of the original Java virtual machine.
P
roviding interoperability for TPS involves more delicate issues than for RPC. Although, like TPS, RPC relies on the invocation semantics and type systems of the supported programming languages, it seals (in most cases) distinct address spaces from each other, letting only invocations enter and exit. TPS, on the other hand, doesn't invoke coarse-grained remote objects but rather transfers fine-grained remote objects, which might require also transferring such objects' code. Similarly, applying content filters remotely requires migrating and interpreting code. So, for TPS, interoperability requires further assumptions, such as a common intermediate programming language (for example, byte-code 5 ) or an implementation of all event types in all involved languages.
Identifying precisely the notion of "type" that can be supported across different platforms and languages, and what restrictions to put on content filters, is an ongoing issue.
